During the past years, the three-dimensional printing (3DP) has become a dominant rapid prototyping (RP) technology due to its very viable process in terms of cost, speed, and sales of related equipment. Nowadays, numerous 3DP based RP services are available. Because of the capability, service quality, and pricing of the services varies, how to select a suitable 3DP based RP service provider is very critical to the companies being engaged in new product developments. However, the issue was seldom studied. To resolve this problem, a hybrid multiple-criteria decision making (HMCDM) framework for evaluating and enhancing an appropriate 3DP based RP service provider based on the Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) based Network Process (DNP) as well as VIKOR (VIseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje) was proposed. The analytic framework was verified as feasible by an empirical study based on the opinions being provided by 3DP and RP experts. The well-verified framework can serve as the basis of future evaluation, selection, and enhancement of 3DP based RP service providers.
Introduction
The three-dimensional (3D) printing (3DP) emerged recently as one of the most promising technologies to innovate the manufacturing technology and, furthermore, to revolutionize the industry. The 3DP implies possible reconfiguration of firms' strategies and operations along the supply and manufacturing, as well as retailing chains; in addition, the 3DP may imply even greater impacts [1] . Therefore, the Economist [2] heralds 3DP as "the manufacturing technology that will change the world. " Later, a special report in the Economist by Markillie [3] further emphasized that the consequences of all the changes being introduced by the 3DP can amount to a third industrial revolution. Apparently, the 3DP is one of the most potential disruptive innovations, which may impact the manufacturing, the industry, and the social change significantly. Albeit the 3DP is a small evolutionary step from spraying toner on paper to putting down layers of something more substantial (such as plastic resin) until the layers add up to an object; by enabling a machine to produce objects of any shape, on the spot and as needed, the 3DP really is ushering in a new era [1] . The market for 3D printers and services is small but growing fast. Hutchings and Martin [4] summarized that the numbers of the overall market size are small compared to the global market in 2009 for 2D inkjet technologies, of the order of US$50 billion (including hardware, media, and chemistry). McKinsey Global Institute [5] estimated that 3DP could generate economic impact of $230 billion to $550 billion per year by 2025, based on reduced cost and the value of customization; the largest source of potential impact would be from consumer uses, followed by direct manufacturing and the use of 3DP to create tools and molds.
As 3DP becomes more accessible on a global scale, consumers have begun to innovate across a diverse range of industries [6] . As summarized by Faktor [7] in Forbes, the global opportunities for 3D printing exist in many different industries (see Table 1 ). One of the major applications for the 3DP is the rapid prototyping (RP), a new forming process and principle which is one of the important breakthroughs of recent technological progress in the manufacturing industry [8] emerging in 1988 [8] . The RP technology converts the three-dimensional (3D) computer data being provided by dedicated file format directly to physical model, layer by layer, with a high degree of accuracy [9] and thus can produce prototypes with capricious shapes rapidly with a high degree of details and at a lower cost than conventional prototyping techniques [10, 11] . Nowadays, the RP is used in a variety of industries to describe a process for quickly creating a system or part representation before final release or commercialization [12] due to the significant benefit of RP including zero tool costs, reduced lead times, and considerable gains in terms of freedom in product design and production schedules [13] . The 3D printers currently have an approximately 12% share of the overall RP and manufacturing market of around US$1 billion [4] . The predicted growth is not startling, largely coming from an increased market share taken from competing technologies and being limited by the lack of foreseen technology innovations [4] .
The 3DP based RP arrived to the forefront as a very viable process in terms of cost and speed, and sales of related equipment have increased significantly compared with other RP machines [14] . These 3DP based RP devices were developed and are still seen, mostly as a "concept modeler" [9] . The flexibility 3DP offering is outstanding in many aspects. The scalability of the 3DP technique enables manufacturing of large specimens in the meter range [15] as well as small specimens of a few mm [15, 16] . The freedom to build up any geometry is limited only by the precision to the method and the surface quality of the parts [17] . Consequently, 3DP based RP has been extensively applied to various domains. Further, since the 3DP based RP equipment is becoming more competitive in comparison with traditional manufacturing techniques in terms of price, speed, reliability, and cost of use, the industrial applications emerged rapidly and thus the revenue boomed explosively; in addition, a new industry is emerging to create software to enable more effective use of the technology [18] .
The 3DP started to become established as a manufacturing technology in the late 1970s [19] . In the past, no small business could have afforded to buy an industrialscale 3D printer and pay for enough computing power to run industrial design software [20] . However, the situation is changing. The cost of 3DP machines is falling to the point where private individuals in the developed world may easily own them [19] . In the 3DP market, firms are buying up the printers and then contracting out printing services to firms that need rapid prototyping [21] . Therefore, numerous 3DP based RP technology service providers are available now. Small business can provide design engineering, prototyping and 3DP services [20] . Though 3DP services have become widely available, the capability, service quality, price, and so forth vary. Thus, how to select a suitable 3DP based RP service provider is essential. However, the issue was seldom studied. How 3DP based RP service providers can be assessed has become the most critical issue in the commercialization of novel products. Moreover, how the services of a 3DP based RP service provider can be enhanced can be further addressed by those in both engineering and marketing.
This research intends to adopt a framework based on hybrid multiple-criteria decision making (HMCDM) methods for the assessment of an appropriate 3DP based RP service provider. First, the literature related to prototyping, RP, and the 3DP based RP will be reviewed. This literature will serve as a basis for the HMCDM framework development for suitable 3DP based RP service providers. Then, the Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) will be used for configuring the structure to the decision framework. The DEMATEL based network process (DNP) will be leveraged for calculating the weights versus each criterion. Finally, the service providers can be ranked based on their compromise ranks by VIKOR (VIseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje). The analytic framework can be used in selecting the most suitable 3DP based RP service providers. Experts from the Taiwanese information technology (IT) original design manufacturers (ODMs) as well as from a 3DP equipment and service provider were invited to evaluate possible 3DP based RP service providers. The evaluation results can be used to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed framework. Meanwhile, the analytic framework can serve as the basis of future selections of 3DP based RP service providers.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a review of the prototyping, RP, 3DP based RP, and technology evaluation and assessment. In Section 3, the Mathematical Problems in Engineering 3 research method, HMCDM, will be introduced to construct the decision framework. An empirical study for selecting the most suitable 3DP based RP will be detailed in Section 4. Discussions will be presented in Section 5. Section 6 will conclude the paper with observations, conclusions, and recommendations for future studies.
Evaluating a 3DP Based Fast Prototyping Service Provider
In the following section, the literature on prototyping, RP, 3DP based RP, and the related services as well as technology evaluation will be reviewed. The literature review results will serve as the basis for the analytic framework development.
Prototyping.
A prototype is an important and vital part of the product development process. In any design practice, the word "prototyping" is often not far from the things that the designers will be involved in. In most dictionaries, the definition of prototyping is the first or original example of something that has been or will be copied or developed; it is a model or preliminary version [22] . However, prototyping is often more than a designed car. It covers all kinds of prototypes used in the product development process, including objects like mathematical models, pencil sketches, foam models, and of course the functional physical approximation or exact replica of the product [22] . Therefore, prototyping is the process of realizing these prototypes. In general, the types of prototypes contain three aspects [22] :
(1) the implementation of the prototype, from the entire product (system) itself to its subassemblies and components, (2) the form of the prototype, from a virtual prototype to a physical prototype, and (3) the degree of the approximation of the prototype, from very rough representation to exact replication of the product. In product development, prototypes can be used for each development team to help the thinking, planning, experimenting, and learning processes whilst designing the product. Thus, prototyping often plays an important role in product development, which contains software development, goals of prototyping, horizontal and vertical prototyping, and the relationship between prototype and application system [23] . Chua et al. [22] defined the prototypes as five roles in product development process including (1) experimentation and learning, (2) testing and proofing, (3) communication and integration, (4) synthesis and integration, and (5) scheduling and makers.
The prototypes created with rapid prototyping technologies will serve most if not all of these roles. Being accurate physical prototypes that can be built with speed, many of these roles can be accomplished quickly, effectively, and together with other productively tools, for example, CAD, repeatedly with precision [24] .
RP.
The RP is a new forming process and principle which is one of the important breakthroughs of recent technological progress in the manufacturing industry. A fast prototyping method for the active vibration control system of 3D mechanical structures is presented. Today, they are used for a wide range of applications [25] . From the emergence of the first RP system (SLA) in 1988, numerous RP systems with more than 20 kinds of processes were in operation around the world. In the early days of RP, the automotive and aerospace industries dominated the RP application. But this is no longer the case as RP has spread into many other industries. It shows how fast the RP technology is developing. Digital design (CAD) and digital manufacturing have emerged to facilitate and accelerate product creation [26] . Nowadays, innovative solutions are now available and touchable with high technology, which is possible to thanks for fast prototyping and rapid technology. And in the future, more industries will benefit from this fast and wonderful technology.
The RP is such a proof of concept that was enabled in a short time interval between the conception of a proposal and the actual deployment of a functional product to serve [27] . The RP is also a highly integrated method and highly benefits from the other high technologies such as CAD and material technology. Digital CAD models directly control the RP process. And the process of computer-aided manufacturing is integrated together with the RP. Therefore, the RP, a really automated process, needs the least or no human intervenes. The process is with a high degree of flexibility. The material forming process is suitable for nonhomogeneous materials and gradient function or porosity. Compared to other manufacturing methods, RP is much more rapid than other methods from design to layout of the product, and the cost has no relation to the manufacturing quantities. Many new techniques emerged out, and a lot of measures were developed to promote the RP method. The technology has grown rapidly over the past two decades, and its advances are revolutionizing multidisciplinary fields intersecting engineering, physics, chemistry, microtechnology, and biotechnology [28] .
The 3DP Based RP.
Reviewing the history of 3DP, in the rapid rise of public interest, between 3DP in the early 2010's and home computing in the late 1970's, indeed, the two technologies share similar historical patterns in more than this. In both cases, the technology began with large, expensive machines sold to a highly selected group of industrial (or perhaps governmental) customers [29] ; here, the parallel is between the mainframe computers of the 1960's and the expensive stereo-lithography devices of the late 1980's and early 1990's. In both cases, this early "mainframe" period was followed by a brief but significant phase in which the devices became available at lower cost to university labs and small businesses; in the case of computers, this brief period was characterized by "minicomputers" in the late 1960's and 1970's, while in the case of 3DP, this period was characterized (in the past decade) by midsized workshop-scale 3D printers. And in both cases, the "minicomputer" phase preceded an explosive growth of experimental, accessible devices aimed initially at the hobbyist community and, still a bit later, at a wider audience of home users [29] .
The definition of 3DP is somewhat inexact. While some experts in the field would restrict 3DP to units with inkjetbased print heads that create an object on a layer-by-layer basis, others would apply this term to office or consumer versions of rapid prototyping machines that are relatively of low cost and easy to use [30] . The word "rapid" relates to the ease of making a copy of an object due to the simplicity of writing a computer program that controls the object's shape. The term "prototyping" refers to this process as being too slow for use in mass production (in contrast to injection molding technologies that yield large quantities at low per-unit costs).
RP techniques are nowadays broadly used in the product development process. They allow for fast and low-cost manufacturing a small series of components directly from the component geometry parameterization stored in a 3D CAD (Computer Aided Design) model. The physical prototype allows for assessment of many aspects of functionality of the prototyped component in the developed product. For a review of various methods of rapid prototyping see [31] . However, there is one limitation of the common RP techniques which is the narrow choice of materials the prototype can be made of, limiting the scope of the material properties assigned to the prototype.
Innovative solutions are now available based on 3DP process, which can extend RC (rapid casting) to the lower costs with respect to previous technologies such as selective laser sintering of sand [32] . One of such technological solutions consists in investment casting starting from starch patterns produced on 3DP conceptual modelers. Another solution is Z Cast process, in which 3DP technology with the use of a ceramic material allows the production of complex cavities and cores, suitable for casting light alloys.
The RP process included slicing the part, planning the deposition parameters, and controlling the deposition process. 3DP can be applied in the RP because the systems can enable the haptic world to be rapidly developed in a simple environment, which can make non-computer-skilled users to create haptic 3D interactions [33] .
Technology Evaluation.
Technology evaluation is one of the most important core competencies for modern firms. The ability to evaluate technology is also essential for enhancing nations' wealth. Evaluation is an established branch of applied social sciences that started to emerge as a formal discipline in the 1930s [4] . The applications of technology evaluation that have emerged over the past three decades have grown, motivated by fierce international competitiveness, by increased environmental legislation and tort litigation, and by the emergence of the "corporate social responsibility" movement [34] . According to Drejer and Riis [35] , technology is often the most visible part of competence; hence, the selection of technologies should be made very carefully. Distinctive technological competence provides the basis for superior firm performance [36] from the aspects of performing value chain analyses, identifying market advantages, avoiding being preempted in the marketplace, staying on the cutting edge, defining the cutting edge, maximizing the use of information, minimizing the product makespan, and, finally, achieving a competitive advantage in terms of cost, quality, or time to market [34] . Organizations engaged in research and technology development need to identify and explore emerging technological opportunities [37] . In a broader sense, at the national level, selecting and supporting key emerging technologies help countries to establish their strategic advantage in the international market [38] . Thus, appropriate technology evaluation and selection techniques enable a firm or a nation to identify the opportunities and establish its technological competencies [39] .
Based on the classification by Henriksen [34] , the most commonly seen technology evaluation techniques can be classified into nine categories: (1) economic analysis, (2) decision analysis, (3) systems engineering/systems analysis, (4) technological forecasting, (5) information monitoring, (6) technical performance analysis, (7) risk assessment, (8) market analysis, and (9) externalities/impact analysis. Among the major technology evaluation techniques, MCDM-based decision analysis approaches have been widely adopted. However, traditional MCDM approaches based on unrealistic assumptions on independencies between criteria cannot be feasible in the real world. Moreover, the MCDM framework based solely on the ANP (Analytic Network Process) can lack an appropriate method of structuring a decision, so the authors propose a hybrid, MCDM-based technology evaluation framework for selecting the most suitable disruptive innovation service provider and expanding the competences.
Analytic Framework and Methods for Technology Assessment
The analytical process for evaluating an appropriate 3DP based RP service provider for IT prototypes is initiated by establishing determinants using the modified Delphi method. Since any determinant derived by the modified Delphi may impact the others, the structure of the HMCDM problem will be derived using the DEMATEL. The weights being associated with each criterion will be derived by using the DNP. Finally, the VIKOR will be introduced to derive the compromise ranking of the alternatives. In summary, this evaluation framework consists of five main phases: (1) establishing determinants using the modified Delphi method, (2) building the structure of the network relation map (NRM) among determinants by using the DEMATEL, (3) calculating the priorities of every determinant by using the DNP, based on the structure of NRM derived by using the DEMATEL in (2), and finally (4) deriving compromise ranks of the 3DP based RP service providers by the VIKOR.
Modified Delphi Method.
The Delphi method was designed by Dalkey and Helmer [40] . After the Delphi method, Murry and Hammons [41] tried to identify issues and problems that were collected from a group of technology education professionals using the modified Delphi technique. The modified Delphi simplified the step of conducting the first round of a survey and replaced the conventionally adopted open style survey [42] . The purpose of the modified Delphi method is to save time and the experts can focus on research themes, eliminating the need for speculation on the open questionnaire, and to improve the response of the main topic [42, 43] . Following, the introduction to Delphi and the modified Delphi methods are mainly based on the works by Jones and Hunter [44] , Murry and Hammons [41] , and Huang et al. [45, 46] . The primary objective of a Delphi inquiry is to obtain a consensus as a minimum of 75 percent agreement on any particular item at opinion from a group of respondents. Meanwhile, it is possible to develop consensus on a common core of management assessment criteria which, when combined with the institution-, unit-, and positionspecific criteria, can form a comprehensive management audit instrument.
The Delphi method originated in a series of studies conducted by the RAND Corporation in the 1950s [44] . The objective was to develop a technique to obtain the most reliable consensus from a group of experts [40] . Delphi may be characterized as a method for structuring a group communication process; so the process is effective in allowing a group of individuals, as a whole, to deal with a complex problem while researchers have developed variations of the method since its introduction [47] . Specific situations have included a round in which the participants meet to discuss the process and resolve any uncertainties or ambiguities in the wording of the questionnaire [44] . The Delphi method proceeds in a series of communication rounds, as follows.
Round 1: Either the relevant individuals are invited to provide opinions on a specific matter, based upon their knowledge and experience, or the team undertaking the Delphi expresses opinions on a specific matter and selects suitable experts to participate in subsequent questionnaire rounds; these opinions are grouped together under a limited number of headings, and statements are drafted for circulation to all participants through a questionnaire [44] .
Round 2: Participants rank their agreement with each statement in the questionnaire; the rankings then are summarized and included in a repeat version of the questionnaire [44] .
Round 3: Participants rerank their agreement with each statement in the questionnaire and have the opportunity to change their score, in view of the group's response; The rerankings are summarized and assessed for their degree of consensus: if an acceptable degree of consensus is obtained, the process may cease, with the final results then fed back to the participants; if it is not, this third round is repeated [44] . [41] modified the traditional Delphi technique by eliminating the first-round questionnaire containing unstructured questions. It is simplified to replace the conventionally adopted open style survey; doing so is commonly referred to as the modified Delphi method [42] . The modified Delphi technique is similar to the full Delphi in terms of procedure (i.e., a series of rounds with selected experts) and intent (i.e., to predict future events and to arrive at consensus). The major modification consists of beginning the process with a set of carefully selected items. These preselected items may be drawn from various sources including related competency profiles, synthesized reviews of the literature, and interviews with selected content experts.
Murry and Hammons
The primary advantages of this modification to the Delphi is that it (a) typically improves the initial round response rate and (b) provides a solid grounding in previously developed work.
Additional advantages related to the use of the modified Delphi technique include reducing the effects of bias due to group interaction, assuring anonymity, and providing controlled feedback to participants [48, 49] . Brooks [50] noted that three mailings are usually sufficient in order to arrive at consensus.
3.2.
The DNP Technique. The DNP, the DEMATEL technique combining with ANP, was proposed by Liu et al. [51] and Phillips-Wren et al. [52] . The DEMATEL technique was developed by the Battelle Geneva Institute (1) to analyze complex "real world problems" dealing mainly with interactive map-model techniques [53] and (2) to evaluate qualitative and factor-linked aspects of societal problems. DEMATEL has been successfully applied in many situations such as e-business model definitions [54, 55] , policy definitions [45] , and global manufacturing system optimization [56] . The ANP is general form of the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [57] which has been used in multiple-criteria decision making (MCDM) to be able to release the restriction of hierarchical structure.
The DNP advanced the tradition decision making framework by manipulating the DEMATEL and the ANP individually in which a single round of survey of experts' opinions would be enough for resolving a decision making problem. In comparison to the traditional approach consisting of two rounds of expert opinion surveys, the DNP actually eases the survey procedure. The DEMATEL technique was developed with the belief that the pioneering and proper use of scientific research methods could help to illuminate specific and intertwined phenomena and contribute to the recognition of practical solutions through a hierarchical structure.
Combing the DEMATEL and ANP method, which had been reviewed in this section, the steps of this method can be summarized as follows.
Step 1. Calculate the direct-influence matrix by scores. Based on experts' opinions, evaluations are made of the relationships among elements (or variables/attributes) of mutual influence using a scale ranging from 1 to 5, with scores representing "no influence" (1), "low influence" (2), "medium influence" (3), "high influence" (4), and "very high influence" (5) . They are asked to indicate the direct effect they believe a factor will have on factor , as indicated by . The matrix D of direct relations can be obtained.
Step 2. Normalize the direct-influence matrix based on the direct-influence matrix D; the normalized direct relation matrix N is acquired by using
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Step 3. Attain the total-influence matrix T. Once the normalized direct-influence matrix N is obtained, the total-influence matrix T of NRM can be obtained:
where → ∞ and T is a total influence-related matrix; N is a direct-influence matrix and N = [ ] × ; lim → ∞ (N 2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + N ) stands for an indirect-influence matrix and 0 ≤
The ( , ) element of matrix T denotes the direct and indirect influences of factor on factor .
Step 4. Analyze the result. In this stage, the row and column sums are separately denoted as r and c within the totalrelation matrix T through T = [ ] , , ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } ,
where the r and c vectors denote the sums of the rows and columns, respectively. Suppose denotes the row sum of the th row of matrix T. Then, is the sum of the influences dispatching from factor to the other factors, both directly and indirectly. Suppose that denotes the column sum of the th column of matrix. Then, is the sum of the influences that factor is receiving from the other factors. Furthermore, when = (i.e., the sum of the row sum and the column sum) ( + ) represents the index representing the strength of the influence, both dispatching and receiving, ( + ) is the degree of the central role that factor plays in the problem. If ( − ) is positive, then factor primarily is dispatching influence upon the strength of other factors; and if ( − ) is negative, then factor primarily is receiving influence from other factors [45, 58] . Therefore, a causal graph can be achieved by mapping the dataset of ( + , − ) providing a valuable approach for decision making (see [52] ). Now we call the total-influence matrix T C = [ ] obtained by criteria and T D = [ ] obtained by dimensions (clusters) from T C . Then we normalize the ANP weights of dimensions (clusters) by using influence matrix T D (see Figure 1 ).
Step 5. The original supermatrix of eigenvectors is obtained from the total-influence matrix T = [ ], for example, values of the clusters in matrix T D , as (6), where if < , then = 0 else = , and is in the total-influence matrix T. The total-influence matrix T D needs to be normalized by dividing by the following formula. Then, we could normalize the total-influence matrix and represent it as T D : 
where = / . This research adopts the normalized total-influence matrix T D (here after abbreviated to "the normalized matrix") and the unweighted supermatrix W using (7) shows theses influence level values as the basis of the normalization for determining the weighted supermatrix:
] .
(6)
Step 6. Limit the weighted supermatrix by raising it to a sufficiently large power , as (7), until the supermatrix has converged and become a long-term stable supermatrix to get the global priority vectors or called ANP weights:
According to the definition by Lu et al. [59] , the significant confidence level can be calculated by
where denotes the number of criteria, denotes the number of experts, and is the average influence of criterion on criterion .
VIKOR.
While solving a complex decision making problem by using an MCDM framework, the alternatives can be ranked and the best one can be selected based on the concept of compromise solution which was developed by Yu [60] and Zeleny and Cochrane [61] . The compromise solution is a feasible solution, which is the closest to the ideal, and a compromise means an agreement established by mutual concessions [62] . A compromise solution for a problem with conflicting criteria can help the decision makers to reach a final decision [62] . The VIKOR method was introduced as one applicable technique to implement within MCDM [63] . In comparison to one of the most well-known traditional compromise ranking methods, TOPSIS, which determine a solution with the shortest distance from the ideal solution and the farthest distance from the negative-ideal solution [64, 65] , the VIKOR can prohibit the problem of not considering the relative importance of these distances. Following, based on Opricovic and Tzeng [62] and Tzeng and Huang [56] , the procedures for VIKOR are introduced as a basis for this hybrid MCDM framework. The VIKOR is applied here to derive the optimal alternative (strategy) with the shortest distance from the ideal solution.
Assume the alternatives can be denoted as 1 , 2 , . . . , , . . . ,
. The rating (performance score) of the th criterion is denoted by for alternative , is the weight of the th criterion, expressing the relative importance of the criteria, where = 1, 2, . . . , , and is the number of criteria.
The VIKOR method began with the following form ofmetric:
where 1 ≤ ≤ ∞; = 1, 2, . . . , ; weight is derived using the ANP according to the NRM based on the DEMATEL method. The VIKOR method also uses =1 (as ) and =∞ (as ) to formulate the ranking measure [63, 66-70]:
The compromise solution min will be chosen because its value is closest to the ideal/aspired level. In addition, when is small, the group utility is emphasized (e.g., = 1) and as increases to = ∞, the individual maximal regrets/gaps receive more importance, as shown by Yu [60, 71] . Therefore, min emphasizes the maximum group utility, whereas min emphasizes selecting the minimum of the maximum individual regrets.
Based on the above concepts, the compromise ranking algorithm VIKOR has the following steps.
Step 7. Normalize the original rating matrix. In this step, we determine the best * and the worst − values of all criterion functions, = 1, 2, . . . , . Assume the th function represents a benefit: * = max (or setting an aspired level) and − = min (or setting a tolerable level). Alternatively, assume the th function represents a cost: * = min (or setting an aspired level) and − = max (or setting a tolerable level). Moreover, an original rating matrix is transformed into a normalized weight-rating matrix with the following formula:
Step 8. Compute the values and , = 1, 2, . . . , , using the relations
Mathematical Problems in Engineering 1, 2, . . . , }, where and show the mean of group utility and maximal regret, respectively. In the traditional VIKOR method, is represented as max { | = 1, 2, . . . , }, which implies group utility is more important than maximal regret. Since is only a part of , is unquestionably more than . Therefore, is emphasized more than in the traditional VIKOR method. However, the maximal regret is also very important in practice and is usually taken into account in order to improve it. Therefore, in order to balance and ,
is used instead of the traditional VIKOR .
Step 9. Compute the index values , = 1, 2, . . . , , using
, where * = min , − = max , * = min , − = max (here, we can also set the best value to 0 and the worst value to 1), and 0 ≤ V ≤ 1, where V is introduced as a weight for the strategy of maximum group utility, whereas 1−V is the weight of the individual regret.
Step 10. Rank the alternatives according to the value of , , and , with the decreasing order, for = 1, 2, . . . , . A compromise solution, the alternative ( (1) ), can be proposed based on the ranking of the the measure, min{ | = 1, 2, . . . , }, if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(C1) acceptable advantage: ( (2) ) − ( (1) ) ≥ 1/( − 1), where (2) is the alternative with second position in the ranking list by and is the number of alternatives, (C2) acceptable stability in decision making: alternative (1) must also be the best ranked by or/and , = 1, 2, . . . , .
A set of compromise solutions is proposed if one of the conditions is not satisfied. The set of compromise solutions consists of (1) alternatives (1) and (2) if only condition C2 is not satisfied and (2) alternatives (1) , (2) , . . . , ( ) if condition C1 is not satisfied. ( ) is determined by the relation ( ( ) ) − ( (1) ) < 1/( − 1) for maximum (the positions of these alternatives are close).
The compromise ranking method (VIKOR method) determines the compromise solution; the obtained compromise solution is acceptable to the decision-makers because it provides a maximum group utility of the majority (represented by min ) and a minimum individual maximal regret of the opponent (represented by min ). The model uses DNP procedures in Section 3.2 to obtain the weights of criteria with dependence and feedback and uses the VIKOR method to obtain the compromise solution.
Empirical Study
The introductions of 3DP in prototyping of industrial research and development in general and the RP of novel IT products in special are not new. According to the recent article by Faktor [7] which appeared in Forbes, the 3DP technology has been matured for uses in prototyping of industrial research and development; the market size is around $23 Billion. For years, the IT mechanical engineers used the 3DP for fabricating prototypes in the very early stages of new product development. Then, the prototypes were further refined by the CNC milling machine by removing small chunks until the desired part was there. The refined prototype can be used to demonstrate the mechanism when the designs have not been finalized. 3DP components are typically used as "proof of concept" models [72] . The comparatively high speed and low operational cost of 3DP mean that a large number of models can be produced during the product development phase [73] . Designers can go through several iterations aided by physical samples to evaluate each concept [73, 74] . The models are used to further enhance communication between engineers and nonengineering departments during the design phase to help with error detection. Apparently, 3DP based RP services are very critical for the name branded IT products in the new product development process in general and the concept design and testing stages and in particular [73] .
Due to the importance of the 3DP services on new IT product development, an empirical study based on a leading IT original design manufacturer's selections of 3DP based RP service provider will be demonstrated to verify the proposed analytic framework.
Based on the literature review results, sixteen criteria were derived. Then, 15 mechanical managers ( Table 2 ) from leading Taiwanese ODMs and 1 sales director from a 3DP equipment and service provider were invited to service as experts and provide opinions for deriving evaluation criteria for the 3DP based RP service providers. All the senior mechanical managers have experiences in evaluating and selecting the 3DP based RP molds. Further, the sales director from the 3DP equipment and service provider is very familiar with 3DP applications in industries. The structure of the decision framework and the weights being associated with the criteria will also be derived based on the experts' opinions. In this Section, the criteria for evaluating of 3DP based RP service providers will first be derived by using the modified Delphi method in Section 4.1. Then, in Section 4.2, the decision structure and the weights being associated with the criteria will be derived by using the DNP based on the 16 experts' opinions. In Section 4.3, 6 3DP based RP service providers will be ranked by using the VIKOR method. The evaluation results will also serve as the basis for improving the competences of the service providers.
Criteria Derivations by Delphi.
According to the literature review results, 4 possible aspects and 16 criteria were summarized. The aspects include the generic management capability (MC), the technology capability (TC), the quality management capability (QC), and the flexibility with responsiveness (FRC). The generic management capability aspect includes the communication capability of project managers (CPM), the mold history list maintenance (MHL), the product logistic management (PLG) capability, and the mass production delivery (MPD) capability. The technology capability aspect includes related product experiences (RPE), the R&D resource availability (RDS), the computeraided design and computer-aided manufacturing capability (CADM), and the plans for new technology introductions (PNT). The quality management aspect includes total quality management system (TQS), FAI/Cpk implement control (FCI) capability, the precision of manufacturing equipment (PME), and perfection of the measurement tools (PMT). The aspects of flexibility with responsiveness include the quotation in time (QIT) capability, field application engineer capabilities (FAE), capabilities to meet design changes based on customer requests (MDC), and provisions of free, urgency, and shortage samples (FUS).
In order to derive the criteria for evaluating 3DP based RP service providers, the modified Delphi method was introduced at first. The experts being invited are those senior managers with more than 15 years of work experiences on mechanical design or 3DP services. According to the definition of modified Delphi method being introduced in Section 3.1, the agreement by 75% of the participant was taken as a threshold value of accepting a criterion. In Table 3 , twelve criteria were agreed on by more than 75%, while the percentage of PLG, RDS, CADM, and FCI was below 75%, and so these twelve criteria are feasible to evaluate the mechanical manager's acceptance of a mold supplier. Criteria of mold supplier selection are shown in Table 3 . The results being derived by the modified Delphi method based on opinions provided by 16 experts are demonstrated in Table 4 .
An Empirical Study for Evaluating 3DP Based RP Service Providers by DNP.
In order to derive the influence relationships between criteria and then derive the weights being associated with the criteria, the causal structure is first developed by using the DEMATEL. Then, the weights being associated with each criterion will be derived by using the DNP.
At first, the initial relation matrix is derived based on the definitions in Section 3.2 and experts' opinions. The initial relation matrix reveals the original influence relationships among these fifteen criteria. The experts are requested to indicate the direct influence of a factor on a factor , as indicated by . Then, the matrix N is normalized based on the directinfluence matrix. The total-influence matrix T and the casual relationship are derived by using the equation introduced in Section 3. In matrix T, the ( , ) element denotes the direct and indirect influences of factor on factor .
Then, the casual relationship can be structured by the matrix T. The threshold is set at 0.141, the third quartile in matrix T, and the influence relationship is obtained as the matrix element surpasses the threshold value, 0.141. Finally, the casual relationship is drawn by matrix T in Figure 2 . The row and column sums are separately denoted as and within the total-relation matrix T.
Following (4) and Figure 1 in Section 3, ( + ) represents the index representing the strength of the influence, both dispatching and receiving, and ( − ) is the degree of the central role that factor plays in the problem. If ( − ) is positive, then factor primarily is dispatching influence upon the strength of other factors; and if ( − ) is negative, then factor primarily is receiving influence from other factors. The ( + ) and ( − ) are demonstrated in Table 5 and Figure 2 . In Figure 2 , a causal graph is achieved by mapping the dataset of providing a valuable approach for decision making, and while the ( − ) is demonstrated in the vertical axis, the ( + ) is in the horizontal axis. From the empirical result, the casual relationship further brings the criteria weight by using the DNP. Forwards, this research adopts the normalized totalinfluence matrix T D and the unweight supermatrix W using (12) shows these influence level values as the basis of the normalization for determining the weighted supermatrix. Finally, limit the weighted supermatrix by raising it to a sufficiently large power , as (7) , until the supermatrix has converged and become a long-term stable supermatrix to get the global priority vectors or called criteria weights (refer to Table 4 ).
Finally, based on (8),
which is smaller than 5%. The significant confidence level is 97.33%. Here, = 15 and = 12, which denotes the number of experts and the number of criteria, respectively.
Compromise Ranking by VIKOR.
After the derivations of weights being associated with the criterion, six 3DP based RP service providers are ranked. For each provider, the performance scores versus each criterion were graded by the fifteen experts. The average score versus each criterion is demonstrated in 
Discussion
The emergence of the 3DP will influence some particular sectors (e.g., animation and gaining as well as crafts and hobby sectors [7] ) of the manufacturing industry significantly, especially from the aspect of supply-chain management. The 3DP has also been adopted by specific firms in the newproduct development RP processes. In the following Section, managerial implications will be discussed. Future research possibilities will also be discussed from both the industry and firm aspects.
Industry-Level Managerial
Implications. The emergence of the 3DP influences the future of manufacturing significantly. The major influences will be from the aspects [6, 75] , including (1) time to market, (2) product capabilities, (3) design openness, (4) customization, and (5) economics of offshore production, as well as (6) inexpensive production cost for a limited-quantity number of goods. The aspects will be discussed further.
(1) Time to Market. In recent years, the 3DP has come to the fore as a very competitive process in terms of cost and speed, and sales of related equipment have increased significantly compared to other RP machines [76] . Therefore, from the aspect of time to market, the 3DP based RP shortens both the time of prototyping as well as the product development time in comparison to the RP based on other methods. Bernstein and Farrington [77] further forecasted that the combination of 3D printing with manufacturing may result in new manufacturing models. The convergence of three factors, including e-commerce, just-in-time manufacturing bolstered by 3DP, and predictive algorithms for market behavior, will result in a more anticipatory model of manufacturing and new-product development, which can quickly produce goods for small markets in order to test which products will be successful on a larger scale [77] .
(2) Product Capabilities. 3DP materials are usually classified according to the material used, such as plastics, metals, ceramics, and others; all these 3DP materials have their individual uses, performance, capability, and cost [78] . 3DP materials are highly flexible and strong materials that come with unlimited printing capabilities that range from toys to metal guns, spare parts to automobiles, electronics to satellites, and dental crowns to the human heart [78] . Therefore, the products incorporating components being fabricated by 3DP will demonstrate distinct competitive advantages due to the superior features such as being smaller, lighter, stronger, less mechanically complex, and easier to maintain [75] .
(3) Design Openness. With increasing standards of living everyone expects to use something unique; this demand can be accessed with the revolutionary 3DP technology where designs are limited to the designer's imagination [78] . Based on the 3DP technology, end users may design their own products easily. The open-designed products by end users and fabricated by using the 3DP can be differentiated from the mass-produced ones.
(4) Customization. 3DP is used to create customized, improved, and sometimes even impossible-to-manufacture products economically [75] . The fully customized products can be provided by vendors easily based on the 3DP technology. Therefore, the 3DP is heralding a new era of mass personalization [79] . The 3DP material revolution helped access mass customization [78] , the ability to provide individually designed products, and services to every customer through high process agility, flexibility, and integration [80, 81] . For example, Nokia has released the 3D designs for the shells of Lumia 520/820 so that owners can customize the shells [82] .
(5) Economics of Offshore Production. The traditional advantages of offshore production will also be challenged by the 3DP which can provide the just-in-time manufacturing near the point of sale or point of assembly [75] . Therefore, offshore production is increasingly moving back to rich countries because companies now want to be closer to their customers so that they can respond more quickly to changes in demand [3] .
(6) Inexpensive Production Cost for a Limited-Quantity Number of Goods. Finally, one of the major characteristics or advantages of 3DP is that a low number of goods can be produced at an inexpensive cost, as compared to conventional manufacturing, which typically requires higher volumes to lower costs [6] . However, as that economy of scale comes into play, traditional manufacturing can be more beneficial for producing larger quantities of products. Figure 3 below illustrates a comparison of the costs of producing goods through traditional manufacturing methods versus 3DP [6] .
Research works being related to the above-mentioned 3DP issues are still very limited. The researches worth further investigations, especially from the aspects of the fusion of mass customization and 3DP, the influences of 3DP on the reshoring, the supply-chain management in the era of 3DP, and so forth.
Firm-Level Managerial Implications for 3DP Based RP.
The 3DP based RP services are very critical for the name branded IT products in the new product development process. This study mainly advanced the field of 3DP based RP service provider selection perspectives. First, an HMCDM framework has been proposed for 3DP based RP supplier selections, which has been verified as effective through verification by mechanical design experts. Second, the traditional hard-to-define 3DP based RP service provider improvement strategy problem was resolved based on the HMCDM approach being proposed. Finally, the proposed analytic framework can be leveraged for resolving 3DP based RP supplier selection and improvement problems as well as other MCDM-nature problems. Following, the managerial implications will be discussed.
According to Section 4.2, the most important three criteria include (1) the CPM in the MC aspect, (2) the TQS in the QC aspect, and (3) the MPD in the MC aspect. The weights being associated with the criteria are 0.094, 0.093, and 0.093, respectively. Therefore, TQS, MPD, and CPM are the most important factors in evaluating the 3DP based RP service providers. The empirical study results are consistent with the actual situation. The empirical study object is the name branded IT companies. For such firms, 3DP service suppliers need to communicate without problems (CPM) and provide a high quality (TQS) and stable supply of plenty prototypes (MPD) being required for the concept verifications in the new product development. Therefore, quality assurance and management capability aspects are prioritized in this survey. This phenomenon meets the actual situation. Table 6 (b) demonstrates the compromise ranking of each 3DP based RP service supplier. Supplier A is the most suitable mold supplier. In addition to PNT, PME, PMT, QIT, and FUS, the other criteria are the best.
Regarding the compromise ranking results of the 3DP based RP service providers, albeit Supplier A is the more suitable service provider than others based on the VIKOR results in Section 4.3; the services being provided by Supplier A have not reached the aspire level and can be enhanced further. Therefore, Supplier A can still be enhanced from following aspects: PNT (the plan for new technology introductions), PMT (precision measurement tool), MDC (capabilities to realize design changes by customers), and FUS (provision of free, urgency, and shortage samples) (refer to Table 7 ).
For other service providers, since many new concept development and testing as well as RP projects are needed for various product lines, one 3DP based RP service provider Table 7 : Criterion which can be enhanced to reach the aspiration level.
Criterion
Supplier
Remark: the column being checked implies the criterion which can be enhanced further to reach the aspiration level.
may not be able to fulfill the needs from new product development projects. Therefore, the name branded IT vendor usually includes all the service providers as vendors and classifies them into three classes and asks them to provide services with various requirements for precision, delivery time, and so forth. Service providers other than Supplier A should also be enhanced. Based on the compromise ranking results based on VIKOR, Supplier A (ranked as number 1) and Supplier B (ranked as number 2) were classified as Class A. Supplier F (ranked as number 3) and Supplier C (ranked as number 4) were classified as Class B. Supplier E (ranked as number 5) and Supplier D (ranked as number 6) were classified as Class C. The VIKOR results demonstrate that Supplier C can be improved in the capabilities including CPM, MHL, MPD, RPE, TQS, and PMT. Supplier F can be improved in the capabilities including CPM, MPD, RPE, TQS, and PMT. Supplier E can be improved in the capabilities including CPM, MPD, RPE, TQS, and PMT. Finally, Supplier D can be improved in the capabilities including CPM, MHL, MPD, RPE, TQS, and PMT. The criteria which the service providers can enhance so as to achieve the aspiration level are summarized and demonstrated in Table 7 .
For the firm specific issues, researches regarding how each criterion can influence the 3DP services for new product development are still very few. However, the influences can be very significant. Further investigations will be necessary to enhance the service quality and thus competitiveness of a 3DP based RP service provider. Meanwhile, how an IT firm in general and other firms which apply the 3DP based RP service will be influenced from the aspect of the criterion is also worth further investigations.
Conclusions
The 3DP is one of the most promising disruptive innovations in the past years which may change the world and drive the third industrial revolution. The emergence of 3DP may impact manufacturing, the industry, and the social change significantly. As the pricing of 3D printers is becoming affordable by small and medium enterprises, numerous 3DP based RP technology service providers are available now. How a suitable 3DP based RP service provider can be evaluated, selected, and enhanced has become one of the most critical issues for firms being engaged in new product developments. In this research, an HMCDM framework consisting of the DNP as well as VIKOR was proposed. Possible aspects and criteria being derived based on the literature review results were summarized by the modified Delphi method based on 16 mechanical mangers and 3DP service sales manager from the Taiwanese IT industry. Then, the decision problem structure was derived by DEMATEL based on experts' opinions. The weights being associated with the criteria were derived by using the DNP. Then, the compromise ranking of the service providers can be derived by VIKOR. Based on the empirical study results, the most important criteria include the total quality management system (TQS) and the capability of project management capabilities (CPM) in the management capability aspect. How the capabilities of the best service provider can be enhanced so as to achieve the aspiration level based on the VIKOR results was also demonstrated. The analytic framework can be used in selecting the most suitable 3DP based RP service providers. The evaluation results can be used to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed framework. Meanwhile, the analytic framework can serve as the basis of future selections of 3DP based RP service providers.
